
 

 

 

   

Customer Inquiry  

Salesperson Features 



Introduction 

The Customer Fast Inquiry program has several features 

designed specifically for salespeople.  

These include:  

 access to customer quotations,  

 a description field to describe what is on the 

quote,  

 notes about sales calls,  

 and the ability to add and display unlimited 

contacts. 

Quotations 

The quotation tab is conveniently located in the 

Customer Inquiry screen so that quotes can be viewed and printed. The only 

quotes that display are the ones generated for the specific customer being viewed.  

The description field makes it possible to add comments such as “Quote for rods 

and wire” or “Quote for helmets and gloves”. This makes it much easier for the 

salesperson to find a specific quote.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sales Notes 

The Notes function works much like 

Account History. The salesperson can 

add notes about any contact with the 

customer and allows for a complete 

history of all contacts with the 

customer to be maintained. This feature gives the salesperson a simple contact manager without having to install a 

separate program. 
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Unlimited Contacts 

Each customer can now have unlimited 

contacts. The Inquiry shows all contacts 

including contact specific phone numbers 

and email addresses. The contacts for 

emailing can be added on the main screen.  Also, this information can be added or edited from the inquiry screen.  If the 

customer has a large number of contacts, the program makes it possible to scroll through the list. The ability to add contacts 

from the inquiry screen also makes it easier for all customer service people to add contacts and email addresses so that invoices 

and cylinder rent can be emailed to the customer. 

 

Have questions? Feel free to send us an email, we welcome the questions! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Dataweld Software      

1909 Citizens Bank Drive Bossier City, LA 71111 

Phone: 318-746-6111 or Fax: 318-746-0323     

 www.Dataweld.com 
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